Mini/MicroSIM to NanoSIM cutting guide

Equipment:
- Ruler
- Tape
- Good quality scissors (test on old credit card)
- Nail file or sand paper (220 grit or higher)
- Permanent felt tip marker pen

Instructions:
1. Measure side rulers on guide to ensure guide has been printed to the correct scale.
2. Tape SIM to matching center outline with gold contacts up. Place tape on edges so as to not cover Nano SIM area.
3. Align ruler to cut line so that the ruler covers the gold contacts and mark with permanent marker felt pen. Repeat for the 5 cut lines.
4. Remove SIM from this sheet and trim with scissors so that a portion of the marker lines are still visible. Use nail file or sand paper to trim so that no marker lines can be seen. Trim further and round corners with nail file or sandpaper until it fits in the SIM tray.
5. Sand or file plastic logo side of SIM so that it sits flush with the edge of SIM tray (0.67 mm). Hold SIM and rub against file or sand paper. DO NOT sand gold contact side.
6. Finish by lightly sanding all edges.
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